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Wilko Graf von Hardenberg

Making Sense of Water: 
A Personal Quest into the History of Irrigation

It was a marvelous morning. A sunny day, most probably in May, not a drop had 

rained in the previous days, and yet the horse pastures in front of our house were 

RTCCDMKXÚRV@LODC�ÚBNUDQDCÚHMÚ@ÚÅKLÚNEÚV@SDQÚQDÆDBSHMFÚSGDÚRJXÚ6G@SÚADSSDQÚ@MÚNB-

B@RHNMÚENQÚLXÚOQHL@QXÚRBGNNKÚ@FDCÚRDKEÚSNÚÅM@KKXÚK@TMBGÚLXÚ/K@XLNAHK�ÚOHQ@SDÚRGHOÚ

to sail on actual water? This miraculous landscape of swamped meadows, paddock 

EDMBDR�Ú@MCÚQHCHMFÚNARS@BKDRÚRDDLDCÚSGDÚHCD@KÚA@BJCQNOÚSNÚRS@FDÚLXÚSNXÚÅFTQHMDRÚ

%@MS@RXÛÅKKDCÚ HL@FDRÚ NEÚ ATBB@MDDQRÚ @MCÚL@QNNMRÚ SGQHUHMFÚ @MCÚ RSQHUHMFÚ HMÚ RNLDÚ

SQNOHB@KÚSHC@KÚL@QRGÚÅKKDCÚLXÚHL@FHM@SHNM�Ú@MCÚSGDQDÚRDDLDCÚSNÚADÚMNÚANTMC@QHDRÚSNÚ

what could be played out in this unexpected wet boost to reality. As soon as the real 

horses were put back in their stables, that is. You would not want to have to try to 

include oversized horses in your tall tales of piracy, even if your parents had allowed 

you to stay and play on the pastures while the horses were out.

Figure 1
$KNOAOÛKJÛS=PANHKCCA@Û
pasture, 1984 (Source: 
�=NKH=Û#N§ÀJÛRKJÛ$=N@-
enberg)
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(MÚGHMCRHFGS�Ú(ÚHL@FHMDÚSG@SÚSGHRÚRTCCDMÚÆNNCHMFÚLHFGSÚG@UDÚADDMÚ@ÚLNQDÚQDFTK@QÚ

occurrence than the one, wondrous event I remember. Indeed, water management 

@MCÚ SGDÚ SDLONQ@QX�Ú BNMSQNKKDCÚÆNNCHMFÚNEÚÅDKCRÚG@UDÚ KNMFÚADDMÚPTHMSDRRDMSH@KÚ SNÚ

the agricultural landscape in which I grew up. The city of Vercelli, in northwestern 

Italy, lies at the core of Europe’s largest rice cultivation region, enclosed by the 

rivers Dora Baltea to the west, Ticino to the east, and Po to the south. Here, like 

elsewhere in the world, wet rice cultivation produces a characteristically amphibi-

NTRÚ K@MCRB@ODÚL@CDÚTOÚNEÚV@SDQKNFFDCÚÅDKCRÚRDO@Q@SDCÚAXÚ KNVÚCHJDRÚ@MCÚM@QQNVÚ

dirt roads, every spring creating a chessboard of water and land, the so-called mare 

a quadretti. The ability to control access to water and distribute it fairly among 

farmers was quintessential to how this landscape came to be and, consequently, to 

daily life in this stretch of the plain north of the Po. In one way or another, the world 

surrounding irrigation features in many of my childhood memories. For instance, I 

remember fondly the line of willows lining the ditch marking the meadow’s western 

boundary and with it that of my submerged playground. An orchestra of croaking 

frogs sitting by the ditches musically accompanied many mosquito-infested sum-

LDQÚDUDMHMFRÚ MCÚFQDXÚGDQNMRÚÆXHMFÚEQNLÚNMDÚQHBDÚÅDKCÚSNÚSGDÚMDWSÚVDQD�ÚRNLDÚSHLDÚ

later, the subject of quite a few rather unsuccessful photo-safaris.

I might be reading a tad too much into it, but in retrospect I cannot avoid thinking 

that this one childhood memory of irrigation water swamping, unrequested, our 

meadow gave shape to some of the research questions that, almost twenty years 

K@SDQ�ÚVNTKCÚKD@CÚLDÚSNÚCDCHB@SDÚO@QSÚNEÚLXÚ/G#ÚSNÚSGDÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚBNMÆHBSRÚNUDQÚV@SDQÚ

access. How did that water come to be on those pastures on that spring morning? 

How was access to water regulated and controlled? How and by whom had the ir-

rigation system been maintained over centuries? How had rice made and framed the 

local agricultural ecosystem?

About a meter wide and possibly just half that deep, the willow-lined ditch along the 

western boundary of our lot was one of the many capillaries that made up the com-

plex irrigation system surrounding us. Derived, through the Cavo Montebello, from 

SGDÚE@LNTRÚ"@M@KDÚ"@UNTQ�ÚSGDÚCHSBGDRÚQD@BGDCÚUHQST@KKXÚDUDQXÚÅDKCÚHMÚSGDÚQDFHNMÚ

3GDÚSVNÚL@INQÚB@M@KRÚVDQDÚATHKSÚVHSGHMÚ@ÚCDB@CDÚNEÚ(S@KXiRÚTMHÅB@SHNMÚHMÚ����Ú@MCÚ

have been pivotal to the expansion of rice cultivation to the east of the river Sesia, 

where my childhood home stood. Grown in patches throughout northern Italy since 
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SGDÚÅESDDMSGÚBDMSTQX�ÚQHBDÚADB@LD�ÚHMÚSGDÚMHMDSDDMSGÚBDMSTQX�Ú@ÚSQ@MRENQL@SHUDÚE@B-

tor in the appearance of the countryside. As historian Piero Bevilacqua suggests, 

the canalization induced by the capitalist expansion of rice cultivation created a 

complex system of state-supported infrastructure that guided the development of 

social superstructures. In other words, agricultural practices, the way landscapes 

appear, and the region’s systems of social interaction all depended on each other.

The quest for answers to the questions framing my research about the history of 

water management in the region has led me to effectively attempt to translate the 

historical materiality of water distribution around my hometown into text. Yet trans-

lating the complexity of a landscape into the written word is never an easy task. New 

questions arise at every single step: What is a landscape? How shall we make clear 

to the reader what it entails? What role may a willow play in it? And the mosquitoes? 

.QÚ SGDÚ EQNFR�Ú MC�ÚÅM@KKX�ÚGNVÚB@MÚ SGDÚ KNB@KÚUDQM@BTK@QÚNQÚ SDBGMHB@KÚUNB@ATK@QX�Ú

CDUDKNODCÚNUDQÚBDMSTQHDRÚSNÚCDRBQHADÚSGHRÚRODBHÅBÚK@MCRB@OD�ÚADÚSQ@MRK@SDCÚHMSNÚ$MF-

lish so that it is understandable to a broader audience? But the issue is even more 

wide-reaching than this and affects the matter of writing history itself. Indeed, the 

core question is how can the historian’s experience of a place be translated into 

Figure 2
3EHHKSÚHEJA@Û@EP?D	Û
1979 (Source: 
�=NKH=Û#N§ÀJÛRKJÛ
Hardenberg)
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GHRSNQHB@KÚTMCDQRS@MCHMF�Ú3GDÚV@XÚ(ÚKNNJÚ@SÚSGDÚ@QBGHU@KÚQDBNQCÚHRÚHMÆTDMBDCÚAXÚLXÚ

own embodied knowledge of the landscape I am describing. And the landscape I 

DWODQHDMBDCÚ HRÚMDBDRR@QHKXÚ@ÚBNMSDLONQ@QXÚNMD�ÚVHSGÚ HSRÚVHCDÚÅDKCR�ÚAHFÚL@BGHM-

ery, and laser-levelled lots. The issue of how to convey the distinctive features of 

@ÚQHBDÚÅDKCÚHMÚSGDÚ����RÚSNÚSGDÚLNCDQMÚQD@CDQÚVGDMÚLXÚUHDVÚNEÚSGDÚOK@BDÚHRÚÅKSDQDCÚ

by childhood memories, the way it looks in the current day, and archival research 

is, unfortunately, one that I fear I have not yet been able to answer satisfactorily. 

-NMDSGDKDRR�Ú(ÚG@UDÚSQHDCÚSNÚÅMCÚ@ÚV@XÚSG@SÚL@JDRÚBKD@QÚGNVÚGHRSNQXÚG@RÚRG@ODCÚSGDÚ

landscape at the same time as the landscape has shaped history.

Building upon the idea that power and its relational distribution among actors gives 

RG@ODÚSNÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚ K@MCRB@ODR�Ú(Ú ENBTRÚNMÚNMDÚRODBHÅBÚ@MFKD�ÚSGDÚHMSDQ@BSHNMÚNEÚ

QTKDR�ÚQDFTK@SHNMR�Ú@MCÚBNMÆHBSRÚ(MÚO@QSHBTK@Q�Ú(ÚKNNJÚ@SÚSGDÚQNKDÚNEÚSGDÚBDMSQ@KHY@-

tion of water management by a few users’ co-ops in the rationalization of water 

use and how this impacted during the years of the Fascist regime the landscape 

and its management. Humans transform the material aspect of ecosystems through 

SGDÚQTKDRÚSGDXÚHLONRDÚNMÚSGDLÚ@MCÚSGDÚBNMÆHBSRÚSG@SÚ@QDÚOQNCTBDCÚAXÚSGDRDÚR@LDÚ

QTKDRÚ1D@CHMFÚHMSNÚL@MXÚRL@KKÚ@BSRÚNEÚCDÅ@MBDÚNQÚODQRNM@KÚF@HM�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚAQD@JHMFÚ@Ú

ÆNNCF@SDÚNQÚCHUDQSHMFÚ@ÚCHSBG�ÚNQÚKNMFÛK@RSHMFÚBNTQSÚB@RDRÚAQNTFGSÚENQV@QCÚAXÚRNLDÚ

of the richest landowners in the region in an attempt to preserve their feudal rights 

to water, I’ve tried to reconstruct the day-to-day interactions of farmers and agricul-

tural workers with the swampy landscape of rice cultivation in order to understand 

VGXÚBDQS@HMÚÅDKCRÚVDQDÚHQQHF@SDCÚ@MCÚMNSÚNSGDQRÚ6G@SÚV@RÚSGDÚGHRSNQHB@KÚ@MCÚKDF@KÚ

context that shaped the routes of canals and ditches and the motive behind certain 

ÅDKCRÚQDBDHUHMFÚKDRRÚV@SDQÚSG@MÚNSGDQR�Ú(MÚSGDÚDMC�ÚVGXÚVDQDÚNTQÚLD@CNVRÚÆNNCDCÚ

on that sunny day in May?

Closer to town, maize takes the place of rice. A dry crop substitutes one requiring 

SGDÚÆNNCHMFÚNEÚÅDKCRÚ#TDÚSNÚSGDÚKNMFÛSDQLÚHMÆTDMBDÚNEÚSGDÚLH@RL@SHBÚSGDNQXÚNEÚL@-

K@QH@ÚOQNO@F@SHNM�Ú@MCÚHMÚKHMDÚVHSGÚ@ÚKNMFÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚA@MR�ÚOQNUHMBH@KÚQDFTK@SHNMRÚÅQRSÚ

promulgated a century and a half ago limited the area in which rice could be grown. 

Such regulations are still in place. When the ones for the area around Vercelli were 

ÅQRSÚCQ@ESDC�ÚSGDXÚCDSDQLHMDCÚSG@SÚSGDQDÚBNTKCÚADÚMNÚQHBDÚÅDKCRÚVHSGHMÚ�����ÚLDSDQRÚ

of the town. By the beginning of the twentieth century this distance had been re-

duced to 2,400 meters, and by 1971 to just 500 meters. At the dawn of the twenty-
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ÅQRSÚBDMSTQX�ÚSGDÚCHRS@MBDÚG@CÚADDMÚQDCTBDCÚSNÚITRSÚ���ÚLDSDQRÚ/NRRHAKXÚAXÚENQBDÚNEÚ

habit, the shift in legal obligations took a long time to become reality on the ground. 

6DKKÚHMSNÚSGDÚ����R�ÚVGDMÚ(ÚV@RÚ@ÚBGHKC�ÚSGDQDÚVDQDÚMNÚQHBDÚÅDKCRÚHMÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú@QNTMCÚ

LXÚO@QDMSRiÚGNTRD�Ú@ÚAHSÚLNQDÚSG@MÚ@ÚJHKNLDSDQÚ@RÚSGDÚBQNVÚÆHDRÚEQNLÚSGDÚSNVMiRÚANQ-

ders. And even now there are none directly adjoining our former lot. Nevertheless, 

since many of its ditches predate regulations, the capillary irrigation system also 

reached the area surrounding our house. Water was everywhere, but the feeling of a 

farm in the middle of a rice-growing area, with the Alps looming towards the north, 

QDÆDBSDCÚENQÚJHKNLDSDQRÚHMÚSGDÚRTALDQFDCÚÅDKCR�ÚVNTKCÚADÚUDQXÚCHEEDQDMSÚSNÚSG@SÚNEÚ

our horse farm, surrounded by corn, which at the height of summer overshadows 

the horizon. Only in the aftermath of that one day in May, did our meadows also end 

TOÚLHQQNQHMFÚSGDÚRJXÚ RÚE@QÚ@RÚ(ÚB@MÚSDKK�ÚSGHRÚLDLNQ@AKDÚLHBQNÛÆNNCÚV@RÚLNRSÚOQNA-

@AKXÚCTDÚSNÚGTL@MÚDQQNQ�Ú@RÚVDQDÚL@MXÚOQDUHNTRÚÆNNCRÚ(ÚG@UDÚDMBNTMSDQDCÚHMÚLXÚ

QDRD@QBGÚ(ÚCNTAS�ÚGNVDUDQ�ÚSG@SÚ@MXANCXÚNODMDCÚSGDÚÆNNCF@SDÚNTSÚNEÚL@KHBDÚNQÚCDÅ-

ance in this instance. A worker in the users’ co-op might just have misread the in-

structions for the day, thus providing me with multiple days of watery playing bliss.

In conclusion, I must admit that I don’t have any answers to the questions I have 

raised. For instance, I don’t know how to translate the legal concept of emphyteusis,1 

which played a primary role in so many court cases about access to irrigation wa-

ter, in a way that makes it clear how the legal mechanism materially affected the 

landscape. I am also still wondering how to fully include the history of labor in my 

narrative. What sources do I need in order to combine the history of how irrigation 

has transformed the landscape over time with that of the struggle of the workers to 

obtain more rights during the dark years of the Fascist dictatorship? Neither do I 

have a good answer yet as to how I can bring to the forefront the role of the willows 

HMÚJDDOHMFÚSNFDSGDQÚSGDÚA@MJRÚNEÚSGDÚCHSBGDRÚ@MCÚGNVÚSGDXÚQDRHRSDCÚSGDÚBDLDMSHÅB@-

tion of the rural landscape promoted by the Fascists as part of their rationalization 

policies. In the 1980s, when I roved the area as a child, a row of willows was still a 

MNQL@KÚ@MCÚBGDQHRGDCÚUHDVÚHMÚSGDÚÆ@S�ÚV@SDQÛBQNRRDCÚK@MCRB@ODÚ-NV@C@XR�ÚLNQDÚ

than 30 years later, the trees can still often be seen from a passing train as occasion-

al symbols of a new sensibility towards how landscapes look and their eco-systemic 

1 According to the Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary of 1913, an emphyteusis is a “real right, susceptible of 
=OOECJIAJPÛ=J@ÛKBÛ@AO?AJP	Û?D=NCA@ÛKJÛLNK@Q?PERAÛNA=HÛAOP=PA	ÛPDAÛNECDPÛ>AEJCÛ?KQLHA@ÛSEPDÛPDAÛAJFKUIAJPÛ
of the property on condition of taking care of the estate and paying taxes, and sometimes a small rent.” It 
EOÛLNK>=>HUÛQJJA?AOO=NUÛPKÛO=UÛPD=PÛPDEOÛ@AÀJEPEKJÛOAAIOÛN=PDANÛQJO=PEOB=?PKNUÛPKÛIA
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balance. I still do not yet really know how my experience of these landscapes has 

affected how I understand them historically, besides the fact that it has spurred me 

to try to understand the connection. What I can say is that archives alone will not be 

able to give us all the answers about how a place looked, felt, and worked in the past. 

Historians need to make their affective and emotional connections to the subject of 

their research explicit. Meaningful translations of the language of place into his-

torical narratives can only be produced by walking, living, and inhabiting the land.
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